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Seko drilling highlights potential for major discovery
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In our view, a meaningful oxide resource across the various Seko auger anomalies remains
a realistic target, but the high hit rate on deeper drilling at this early juncture, combined
with impressive broad, high grade hits in fresh rock point to the potential for a significant
primary hosted deposit. OKU remains well funded (A$9.5m cash as at Feb’18) to
continue exploration programs, with ongoing newsflow from drilling to provide potential
share price catalysts.

Phase 1 of 2018 field season a veritable success
OKU is nearing completion of Phase 1 of the 2018 field season, with drilling focusing on
3 of the 5 auger anomalies at Seko. The program has comprised extensional and infill
aircore to follow up broad zones of near surface oxide mineralisation identified in 2017,
as well as test the potential for primary gold mineralisation. Phase I of the program has
been successful in extending oxide mineralisation on strike and at depth, as well as
proving continuity across the SK1, SK2, and SK3 anomalies (drilling highlights include
42m at 6.14 g/t from surface, 30m at 4.47 g/t from surface, 33m at 4.97 g/t from 63m).
The extent of oxide mineralisation at Seko suggests the potential for a meaningful oxide
resource, with the next phase of work stage expected to include initial resource drilling. In
addition to the oxides, the program has also been successful in extending at depth high
grade primary mineralisation at anomalies SK2 and SK3.

Deeper drilling highlights significant potential beyond the shallow oxides

Share Price Performance

OKU recently released the latest assays from deeper RC and DD drilling, with results
confirming depth extensions of high grade primary mineralisation at SK2. Results have
included 45m at 4.38 g/t from 96m, 18m at 4.4 g/t from 128m and 25m at 2.24 g/t from
191m, and provide evidence that the oxides and primary minerlisation previously identified
extend at depth (+180m below surface and remaining open).
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We first identified OKU’s Seko prospect as an exciting new West African gold project in mid2017 (see Following in the footsteps of Fekola May’17). Since then, drilling results have
continued to support the potential of the project, through extending near surface oxides
and confirming the presence of high grade primary mineralisation.
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In our view, the deeper drilling results from SK2 could represent a southerly plunging
continuation of high grade mineralisation encountered up to ~80m to the north. While
further drilling is required to confirm continuity and test strike extents, the high grades and
widths encountered to date lead us to speculate that SK2 could host a significant primary
gold deposit.

Early days but analogies to large scale neighbours highlight opportunity
OKU has only completed limited deeper drilling (+150m) at Seko, but the high grade hits
into fresh rock, combined with the extensive oxide minerlisation suggests the presence of
a large mineralised system at Seko. The potential of the project can also be highlighted
through a number of similarities to other large scale regional deposits (I.e. +5Moz Fekola),
including regional structural settings, extensive near surface gold mineralisation, and
distinctive alteration signatures.

Catalysts
• Follow up RC/DD drilling results at Seko – Q2/Q3’18
• Commencement of Seko oxides resource drilling – Q2’18
• Reconnaissance aircore drilling results from regional targets – Q2’18
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Seko – a recap…
The Seko prospect is located within the Dandoko project area, located ~160km east of
Bamako, Mali. The licences cover 134km2, and are located on the southern extents of
the Senegalo-Malian Shear Zone (SMSZ), a +60km long, N-S trending structural corridor
within the highly endowed (+50Moz discovered to date), Kenieba Inlier. The region is host
to numerous large scale gold deposits (inlcuding the 12Moz Loulo, and +5Moz deposits
at Gounkoto and Fekola), which tend to be associated with NE trending splays or cross
cutting faults off the SMSZ.
Figure 1: Project location map

The region is host to
numerous large scale gold
deposits (inlcuding the 12Moz
Loulo, and +5Moz deposits at
Gounkoto and Fekola), which
tend to be associated with
NE trending splays or cross
cutting faults off the SMSZ.

Source: Company Reports

Seko was originally identified by limited soil sampling and artisanal workings, with
widespread reconnaissance auger drilling (+74,000m to average depth of 12m) over much
of the Dandoko project area during late 2016/early 2017 identifying a series of large,
north-south striking auger anomalies up to 4km long. These are part of a more extensive
belt of gold anomalism extending over a total distance of +12km.
Figure 2 & 3: Dandoko gold project area showing gold in soils (Left); Seko auger drilling

Source: Company Reports
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OKU completed +16,700m of aircore drilling during 2017 over all 5 auger anomalies at
Seko. The program was undertaken on 100-400m spaced traverses (average hole depth of
56m) with broad zones of shallow oxide gold mineralisation confirmed in all 5 anomalies.
Drilling highlights include:
• 28m at 3.38 g/t from 2m (inc 17m at 5.04 g/t from 2m)
• 17m at 4.04 g/t from 16m
• 54m at 1.37 g/t from surface (inc, 24m at 2.02 g/t from 12m)
• 35m at 1.86 g/t from 55m (inc 15m at 3.02 g/t from 64m)
• 13m at 2.27 g/t from 23m
• 5m at 10.25 g/t from 10m
• 40m at 1.51 g/t from surface

In addition to the aircore
drilling, OKU has so far
completed ~5,500m of RC
drilling at Seko targeting
depth extensions to the oxide
mineralisation.

A more detailed drilling program commenced in Oct’17, comprising both infill and step
out aircore (to follow up shallow high grade aircore intercepts and test strike extent), RC
(evaluate potential for primary gold mineralisation), and diamond drilling (stratigraphic and
structural information).
Focusing on anomalies SK1, SK2 and SK3, the 2017/18 program has continued to yield
solid results, with infill (to 40m line spacing) and 80m step out aircore drilling results so
far confirming continuity of broad zones of oxide mineralisation. Better aircore results
released to date include:
• 42m at 6.14 g/t from surface (SK2)
• 30m at 4.47 g/t from surface (SK2)
• 76m at 1.65 g/t from 8m (SK1)
• 33m at 4.97 g/t from 63m (SK1)
In addition to the aircore drilling, OKU has so far completed ~5,500m of RC drilling at Seko
targeting depth extensions to the oxide mineralisation. First results from this program
were reported in Dec’17, which inlcuded the first evidence of primary gold mineralisation
at Seko. This deeper hole into fresh rock returned 59m at 2.00 g/t from 91m to EOH, with
highlights from shallower RC drilling at SK2 including 36m at 2.63m from 18m (inc 10m
at 6.57 g/t from 37m), and 79m at 2.17 g/t from surface (inc. 40m at 3.85 g/t from 30m
and 20m at 5.7 g/t from 48m in fresh rock
Better results from RC drilling at SK3 include 37m at 2.62 g/t from 108m (inc 11m at
4.04 g/t from 112m), while infill aircore intersected 33m at 4.97 g/t from 63m at SK1.
Figure 4: Seko gold trends with highlights from aircore and RC drilling

Source: Company Reports
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Deeper drilling supporting significant potential beyond the oxides
OKU recently released further assays from the on-going RC/DD drilling program at Seko
(SK2), with further broad zones of high grade mineralisation encountered below the base
of oxidation (~60-80m). Assays included:
• Hole DDSK18-007 - 45m at 4.38 g/t from 96m inc 9m At 11 g/t from 103m
• Hole RCSK18-036 - 18m at 4.4 g/t from 128m (RC; hole ended in mineralisation)
• Hole RCSK18-029 - 25m at 2.24 g/t from 191m (RC; deepest intercept to date)
These latest results provide further evidence that the shallow oxides and primary
mineralisation previously encountered at SK2 extend at depth, with gold mineralisation
having now been identified to +185m vertical depth (remaining open on strike and at
depth), within the ~1km long auger anomaly . These latest results are considered very
important in the context of defining a potential primary target beyond the oxides at SK2,
in our view.
Figure 5: Cross sections of SK2 anomaly showing AC/ RC/DD intercepts

...latest results provide
further evidence that the
shallow oxides and primary
mineralisation previously
encountered at SK2
extend at depth, with gold
mineralisation having now
been identified to +185m
vertical depth.
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Should drilling confirm
continuity and significantly
extend the known strike
of the mineralisation, and
combined with high grades,
we speculate that SK2 could
host a significant (+1Moz?)
primary gold deposit.

Source: Company Reports

Insufficient drilling has been completed to establish structural controls or mineralisation
plunge (few holes have been drilled to >150m depths across all anomalies), with
structural logging now underway in order to assist in further drill hole targeting.
Despite this, we note that the deeper RC/DD intercepts at SK2 (Section 1396320mN in
Figure 5 above) aligns with the broad, high grade oxide intersection (42m at 6.14 g/t in
aircore hole SEK17-309) and deeper RC hits (i.e. 18m at 4.4 g/t in RC hole 18-036) 40m
to the north, as well as the broad zone of lower grade oxides (54m at 1.37 g/t in AC hole
ACSEK17-030) a further 40m north.
This could potentially represent a continuous, southerly plunging zone of high grade gold
mineralisation, which remains open at depth and on strike/down plunge to the south.
While further drilling is required to test this concept, we highlight that this could be
considered analogous to the 5Moz Fekola deposit which displays similar characteristics
(extensive lower grade halo surrounding shallow plunging high grade shoot) as shown in
Figure 6 below).
Should drilling confirm continuity and significantly extend the known strike of the
mineralisation, combined with high grades, leads us to speculate that SK2 could host a
significant (+1Moz?) primary gold deposit.
Continued over page
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Figure 6: Fekola cross section (top) and long section (bottom)

A very good strike rate to date
on deeper drilling below the
oxides, continues to support
the potential for the discovery
of a large scale primary gold
deposit, in our view.

Source: Company Reports

We note that OKU’s inspection of core from DD18-007 revealed that gold mineralisation
corresponds with the presence of a polymictic mass flow breccia, with an observed albitecarbonate-pyrite alteration assemblage, similar to that observed at major +5Moz gold
deposits nearby such as Fekola and Gounkoto (we note OKU’s lead technical consultant
Andrew Boyd was previously Papillon Resources’ General Manager – Geoscience during its
discovery of Fekola).
Figure 7: Core from DDSK18-007

Source: Company Reports

OKU has previously suggested two initial mineralisation targets at Seko, including:
1) Large scale (2.0–5.0Moz?) primary gold deposit (eg. Fekola style shear hosted,
Birimian mesothermal gold deposit)
2) Large scale saprolite hosted oxide gold deposit, similar to B2 Gold’s AnacondaAdder discovery.
While on-going success in expanding known shallow oxide mineralisation suggests the
potential for a meaningful oxide resource at Seko (potentially up to ~1Moz across the
various Seko anomalies), a very good strike rate to date on deeper drilling below the
oxides, continues to support the potential for the discovery of a large scale primary gold
deposit, in our view.
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Testing regional potential – initial Sory results highlight potential
of Dandoko corridor
OKU recently completed a first pass aircore program at Sory, a prospect located 2.5km
south of Seko. The +3,900m program was designed to follow up on a previoiusly identified
auger gold anomaly up to 1.8km in length (See Figure 2).
The aircore drilling succesfully intersected gold mineralisation coincident with the auger
anomalies, with multiple zones of anomalous to low grade mineralisation (i.e. 14m at 1.3
g/t from 48m, 5m at 2.82 g/t from 49m, 5m at 2.27 g/t from 14m, 11m at 0.83 g/t from
14m), as well as some high grade intercepts up to 13.3 g/t.
Further follow up aircore drilling is planned for Sory, while to the north at Dabia, first pass
reconaissance aircore is now also underway. The discovery of gold mineralisation outside
of the Seko trends confirm that the Dandoko corridor offers “district scale” possiblities,
highlighting the potential for the discovery of multiple gold deposits.
Figure 8: Location of Sory and Dabia auger anomalies relative to Seko

The aircore drilling
succesfully intersected gold
mineralisation coincident with
the auger anomalies, with
multiple zones of anomalous
to low grade mineralisation

Source: Company Reports
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Forward program funded from healthy cash reserves
Figure 9 below outlines OKU’s 2018 field program, with the Phase I program of aircore
and RC at Seko approaching completion (assays pending from a remaining 5 DD holes at
SK2/SK3).
While a definitive Phase II program (commencing Q2’18) is yet to commence, we expect
this program will look to follow up on high grade primary mineralisation identified at SK2
and SK3, as well as commence detailed resource drilling on the oxides (can be completed
using cost efficient Aircore drilling). OKU also plans to undertake additional DD drilling for
metallurgical testwork purposes. A third drill rig has been mobilised to site to accelerate
Phase II of the program.
Outside of Seko, further drilling is also planned for regional targets along the Dandoko
corridor such as those at Dabia, Sory and Selingouma.
OKU remains well funded to commence Phase II of the program, with a reported cash
balance of ~A$9.5m as at Feb’18.

OKU also plans to undertake
additional DD drilling for
metallurgical testwork
purposes. A third drill rig
has been mobilised to site
to accelerate Phase II of the
program.

Figure 9. Breakdown of 2018 drilling program

Source: Company Reports
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Appendix: Investment Risks & Important Disclosures

Key investments risks for OKU include
(but are not limited to) the following:
Exploration risks
Exploration is subject to a number of risks and can
require a high rate of capital expenditure. Risks
can also be associated with exploration techniques
and lack of accuracy in the interpretation of
geochemical, geophysical, drilling and other data.
No assurance can be given that exploration will
delineate Resources or mineable Reserves.
Commodity price and currency fluctuation
The company as a gold explorer is exposed to
commodity price and currency fluctuations, often
driven by macro-economic forces including inflationary
pressure, interest rates and supply and demand of
commodities. These factors are external and could
reduce the profitability, costing, prospective outlook
for the business, and/or the ability to raise further
capital to fund ongoing exploration activities.
Financial risks
As a pre-production exploration company with no
material income, OKU is reliant on equity and/
or debt markets to fund on-going exploration
development of its assets and progressing exploration
activities. Further we can make no assurances
that accessing equity/debt markets can be done
without further dilution to shareholders.
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